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ABSTRACT
*1

Data mining is becoming more popular. The main function of data mining is to retrieve hidden useful information
from database. This paper uses data mining concept for collecting user’s multiple response from click through data
given by user. The collecting user feedback is based on the search results and the location of the user. PMSE
describes privacy of the user and returns the result of user query. Here methodologies are introduced to balance the
weights between the content and location facets which can able to gives exact result from different query data
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The technology is covering whole world. Everyone uses the mobile phone for browsing or searching on internet.
Mobile search engine (MSE) is same as that of traditional search engine. It accepts the user query and produces the
relevant result to the user. Now a day’s people starts to use mobile phone for their day by day use like official,
educational, family or other normal life purposes. And everyone wants all the information in one click. The
Smartphone’s are having capability to give enormous access of internet to the user. Due to this user can access
information of topic at any place and any time at which he demands.
But sometimes a user wants to search a particular query on mobile search engine. And mobile search engine
gives ambiguous results and showing the large list of irrelevant results which are not useful to the user. Due to this
user get caught inside the loop of non-useful results. Many times user relevant results are not fetched by database
then also the list of result is shown by the search engine.
Mobile device has small factor which limits the interaction between user and mobile device. To return the exact
or user query relevant results the user profile must be used along with results. Profiling of user interest and
personalized data will help to produce the highly relevant search result.
To produce more relevancy in the search results, we are going to use the location of the user. Along with that the
visited physical locations of users in the MSE are also being considered. For accessing user location information
mobile GPS or other location based services are used.
The GPS is location based service which is connected to the location server. This server returns all information
about user location and user requested location.
For example if the user wants to search the information about ‘Tigers’. And he is right now in ‘Bengal’, then
Mobile search engine should return information about Bengal tigers. Then according to his location the search
engine will give the information about Bengal Tigers. Because user is right now in Bengal and the information of
other regions Tiger is not useful for him. Search engine will also consider the user profile while returning the results.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
There are so many researchers have been done on the personal search mobile search engine. Their literature is stated
as follow
A. Concept Based Clustering:
It consist of following steps. At starting when a user submits a query, then its relations are retrieved online from
web-snippets to build a concept relationship graph. Next, clickthrough data are collected to decide user’s preferences.
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After that, the concept relationship graph and the user’s conceptual preferences is used to gather as input to a
concept-based clustering algorithm that finds close queries and their results.
The idea of this method is based on content and their relations retrieved from the submitted user queries,
the web-snippets and the clickthrough data. Clickthrough data was exploited in the personalized clustering process
to identify user preferences: The user’s interest is computed depending upon collecting clicked snippet by user. User
will click on that snippet in which he is interested. Clickthrough data can be stored easily without imposing extra
burden on users. Concept based clustering goes in depth for finding out the synonyms or actual meaning of the
query typed.

Figure 1. Architecture of concept based clustering.
A. Kokomo Search:
This is used to provide local information from the Internet by collecting, structuring, organizing, and filtering in a
practicable form. To utilize such local information, Mobile Info Search employs a mediator architecture; a software
agent between users and the information sources. The architecture is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Kokono search
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Between users and information sources, Mobile Info Search mediates Database-type resources using LocationOriented Meta Search and static files using Location-Oriented Robot-based Search using Automatic Location
Metadata Generation. To use the service, only Internet connectable PDSs or PCs with Web browsers are required for
users.
C. Privacy Search:
User profile consists of personal documents, browsing history and emails which might be helpful to identify a
user’s interests. But, users have knowledge about how their personal information is used. Privacy, as exactly oppose
to security or confidentiality, highly depends on the person involved and how that person may benefit from sharing
personal information. If user wants to share their profile then how to preserve user’s privacy is a big question. This
algorithm is provided for the user to automatically build a generalised structural user profile that represents the
user’s personal interests.
User’s interests are put on a top level; specific interests are put on a bottom level. According to users
privacy setting the users profile will be shared to the server. It gives solution in three different parts: First, a scalable
algorithm for automatically building a hierarchical user profile from available data. Second, privacy parameters are
used to determine the content and amount of personal information that will be revealed. Third, search results are

displayed by search engine wrapper.
Figure:3. Privacy Search
D. Partially Supervised Classification:
This paper gives the description about following problems: From a set of documents of a class P, and a large set
result that contains results from class P and remaining types of results, identify the results from class P in M. There
is no labelled non- P document, which makes traditional machine learning techniques inapplicable, as they all need
labelled documents of both classes. We call this problem partially supervised classification. Here this problem is
called as partially supervised classification, as there are only positive results but not labelled negative results.
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Figure: 4. Partially supervise classification.

III. PREPOSED SYSTEM
In proposed work we are going to use concept of ontology. Here we are combining the click through data and
location of the user to predict the result. User mobile phone must be capable of using the location based system such
as GPS. These services will return the User location to the search engine. Domain knowledge is used along with the
user profile to produce most relevant results. We are providing the data to user beyond his expectations using his
own profile so it is called as personalize search.
In this system client is responsible for storing the user click through and the ontologies accepted from the
server. The Extractor handles other simple tasks such as updating creating feature extractor, obtaining reranked
search results and clickthoughs and ontologies. The re-ranker handles other remaining tasks which may include
reranking of search results. The user query is firstly hit by the feature extractor server then it will produce ranked
results depending upon the user profile stored inside the feature extractor
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Figure:5. System Architecture
A. User Profiling.
User profile is nothing but the combination of two parameters. First one is content of the query result and
second one is location of the user. We are using the ontology to determine the content profile. Click through
collector and feature extractor combine to form a content profile. Second parameter is user location. Which is return
by GPS or other Location based services integrated inside the mobile. The user entered query having some domain
knowledge which is known ontology.

IV. RESULT & ANALYSIS
Initially we are accepting user query as input and then search content on the basis of location of user.
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Figure 6. Location wise results.
After location based searching query results selected by user are added to the database as a part of history.

Figure: 7. Search result GUI for user interest

V. EXPECTED RESULTS
This system aims to find relevant results on the basis of several factors like history, domain knowledge, location and
ontology. System should return most relevant result depending upon user interests. Ontology must extract accurate
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and efficient result by cooperating with click through log collector. After result mining system should re-rank those
results in order of user interests.

VI. CONCLUSION
Here we can conclude that our proposed system is a combination of user location, domain knowledge, history,
clickthrough data and user profile. This paper uses the concept of ontology extract the content of the query. Location
based ontology will generate more accurate results from the bunch of duplicate results. As a result of combination of
all these methods, this system will produce the efficient output.
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